
NATO TOMORROW 
 
JUNE 2013 NEWSWIRE.FM is introducing NATO Tomorrow, the show that invites the organization’s leading minds on the power of soft 

diplomacy and cyber security.  In partnership with NATO, Martine Dubin hosts these 7 part series from the NATO Headquarters broadcast 

studio in Bruxelles, Belgium. The US Ambassador to NATO Ivo Daalder, NATO Lieutenant Colonel Hilde Segers, NATO Ambassador for 

Albania Artur Kuko, Dr Jamie Shea, and Dr Stephanie Babst are all part of the input during these thought provoking stories.  

 

Created by the Martine Dubin Company with original music by Dennis White, NATO Tomorrow sheds a light on NATO today and 

tomorrow. 
 

 

It’s a privilege to sit down with the core minds behinds the current NATO strategies and directions taken, and to inform our viewers 

about soft diplomacy and cyber security, which today is still often overlooked and underrated  Martine Dubin 
 
 
NATO  The North Atlantic Treaty Organization is an intergovernmental military alliance. NATO’s essential purpose is to safeguard the 

freedom and security of its members. NATO promotes democratic values and encourages consultation and cooperation on defense and 

security issues to build trust and, in the long run, prevent conflict. 
 

MARTINE DUBIN is a media entrepreneur. She is the vision behind multiple original productions and passionate about redefining media 

by means of producing honest and relevant content that contains no hidden agendas. Her company has also created original series with 

NYC’s Lincoln Center InstituteBurda Media, Hubert  John Hendricks’ CuriosityStream.com, NATO and Ashoka Foundation. Martine is in 

addition the founder of the digital broadcast networks NEWSWIRE.FM & HEALTHWIRE.FM. 

 

DENNIS WHITE aka STATIC REVENGER From an early start in the Detroit Underground, Dennis enjoys international acclaim as a 

Grammy Award winning Music Producer. His work includes numerous Platinum selling dance hits for artists incl. Swedish House Mafia, 

DEV, Madonna, Shakira, Lady Antebellum ..and Fatboy Slim nominated his work top 10 Dance Tracks of the Decade. YouTube confirmed 

that Static Revenger music had more than 65 million views. 
 

NEWSWIRE.FM  is a digital broadcast network reaching viewers across 200+ countries, 8300+ cities.. connecting the world with the 

most exciting news-makers around business & trade, health & wellness, love & relationships, imagination & creativity, science & 

consciousness.  
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